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Bonnie St. Claire started her professional recording career at the end of the 1960s. After several 

successful solo singles (‘I Won’t Stand Between Them’, ‘Mañana, Mañana’) she joined the Dutch rock 

band Unit Gloria to climb the international charts with ‘Clap Your Hand And Stamp Your Feet’ and 

‘Waikiki Man’. In 1976 she switched to recording in Dutch and had numerous hit singles ‘Dokter 

Bernhard’ (with Ron Brandsteder), ‘Pierrot’, ‘Bonnie, Kom Je Buiten Spelen’ and ‘Sla Je Arm Om Me 

Heen’, a Dutch version of ‘Wrap Your Arms Around Me’. Bonnie participated in the Dutch television 

musical ‘ABBAcadabra’, together with José Hoebee. In 1984 Bonnie joined forces with José again for 

the album ‘Herinnering’ with ABBA songs sung in Dutch, which resulted in several hit singles. Bonnie 

continued her solo career with more single releases (‘Morgen Wordt Alles Anders’) and at 70 is still a 

very much requested performer in the Netherlands. 

 

José Hoebee started her professional recording career with her two sisters in the early 1970s. In 

1976 she was asked to join the Dutch girl group Luv’ with whom she had tremendous international 

successes including ‘You’re The Greatest Lover’, ‘Trojan Horse’, ‘Casanova’ and ‘Ooh, Yes I Do’. After 

the group disbanded in 1981, José continued successfully as a solo artist with hit singles ‘Secret 

Love’, ‘So Long, Marianne’ (with Ron Brandsteder) and reaching number 1 with her version of ‘I Will 

Follow Him’. José, together with Bonnie, was part of the cast of ‘ABBAcadabra’, a musical for Dutch 

television with songs by ABBA. In 1985 Bonnie & José recorded the album ‘Herinnering’ and had 

several hit singles with their Dutch versions of ABBA songs. Subsequently José concentrated on 

motherhood for a few years. Since the 1990s there have been several successful revivals of the 

original line-up of the group Luv’, with which she continued performing until last year. 

 

Bonnie & José – Herinnering (Memory), the rediscovery of a Dutch 

gem 

by Stany Van Wymeersch 

 

With the album ‘Herinnering (Memory)’ Bonnie & José created a first in 1985. It was the first time 

that two renowned artists released a complete album with only ABBA songs. The album gained the 

expected success in the Netherlands and Belgium and three songs (‘Cassandra’, ‘Zoals Vrienden Doen 

(The Way Friends Do)’ and ‘Waarom (Why)’ rated high in the singles charts. For unknown reasons 

this unique album was never released on CD. Until now. Thanks to initiator Franklin van Liempt, the 

continuing enthusiasm of Bonnie and José and the support of countless fans, who have been asking 

for such a release for years. Perhaps this is the right moment for a revaluation of this Dutch 

contribution to the ABBA myth. Because some time ago the Swedish quartet got back together in the 

recording studio and the first result will be released soon. It means a return to the glorious years of 

pop music. With the release of the gem ‘Herinnering’, almost forgotten by the main audience, we 

also focus with pride and not without a sense of nostalgia, to the heydays of ABBA. To many listeners 

of way back then this album represents a beautiful musical memory, while a younger generation will 

be pleasantly surprised by the beautiful orchestrations, the refined production and the crystal clear 

singing voices. After almost 35 years it’s about time for a review with the two leading ladies, bosom 

buddies Bonnie and José. 
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Bonnie: I really enjoyed this project. How did it start? José and I were with the same management 

and she was married to top producer Will Hoebee.  After I recorded a solo album and ‘Sla Je Arm Om 

Me Heen’ (‘Wrap Your Arms Around Me’) – originally a solo hit for Agnethe Fältskog – with Will 

Hoebee it seemed like good idea to record a duet with a woman. Until then I had only recorded 

duets with men, like with Benny Neyman and Ron Brandsteder. So the initiative was mine actually. 

(laughs) 

José: We already knew each other, but we had never recorded anything together. Bonnie’s first 

husband, who also collaborated on the album as co-producer, had a click with Will, Bonnie and I hit 

it off too. In 1980 the four of us went skiing in Austria a couple of times. During our vacation the 

ABBA idea was born after Bonnie and I sang, ‘The Way Old Friends Do’ together. It was obvious that 

our voices blended very well together.  

Bonnie: And we also discovered that our voices moved towards the ABBA direction. 

José: Then Will said: “You should make an album together with ABBA songs.” 

Bonnie: Look, I wouldn’t know anyone who isn’t a fan of ABBA. We were and fortunately we had the 

opportunity to do something about it. To me the ABBA songs will always remain timeless, until the 

bitter end. We recorded and released ‘Cassandra’ as a single. It became a hit record and so that 

brought us to the other songs. We all chose songs to create this ABBA project, with a very satisfying 

result I must say. We never regretted any of it. Of course, it is an honour to be able to record ABBA 

songs. 

José: I always liked ABBA very much, but at that time I didn’t have time to be a fan of anyone. I 

didn’t have any albums or anything. With LUV’ we went to one of their concerts when they were in 

the Netherlands, but we didn’t meet them. For ‘Herinnering’ we didn’t only pick these songs, but we 

also collaborated with good lyricists and professionals. 

Bonnie: Will Hoebee was a a producer who managed to assemble the best people around him. Look, 

when José and I enter a studio, we are supposed to sing well because that is what we are there for. 

But in the end you are talking about a product and that is the responsibility of the producer. We 

recorded this album in the Wisseloord Studios Hilversum with the best sound engineer who you can 

imagine, Pieter Boer, and Will immediately picked Harry van Hoof as the orchestrator and wonderful 

musicians like Lex Bolderdijk, and Hans Vermeulen was part of the backing vocalists. You couldn’t 

even imagine! That was Will’s strength and that is what made him such a good producer. On top of 

that, these were all people who loved music, not necessarily for the commercial reasons. 

Jose: It was certainly not a cheap production and you can hear that. Halfway through the 1980s 

everything in pop music came from synthesizers, on our album you hear clearly real instruments. It 

was a friendly group of real professionals and there was never any stress during the recordings. 

When we were recording, there was no one there except Will and co-producer Albert Hol, our 

fantastic engineer Pieter, and arranger Harry. That always went very smoothly. Of course, Bonnie is e 

very good singer, we never had any problems. 

Bonnie: Jose sang most of Agnetha’s parts. 

José: Because I have a louder, higher voice, I sang the higher parts on the album, but I actually prefer 

Frida’s voice. I like Frida better anyway. She has a warmer voice, but Agnetha is also a very good 

singer, of course. 
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Bonnie: Frida can also sing high parts. She even sings opera, what no one knows. But she was always 

singing the lower parts. She had a beautiful voice for that. I did more of Frida’s parts and that 

sounded very good combined with José’s voice. Our collaboration resulted in a very nice television 

special, that was filmed in Sweden (for NCRV television). We visited spots that had something to do 

with ABBA, among which , very important, the Polar Studios, where they recorded their songs. That 

was a very nice experience. 

José: Unfortunately, we didn’t see any of the ABBA members there, not even Björn. That was a slight 

disappointment. The interview with him was filmed by the director of the television special, without 

us present. 

Bonnie: Björn did give us a compliment. He thought it sounded very good. Of course that is quite 

special. If I listen to something in Swedish, then I think: “O well, okay” and he probably listened to 

our Dutch versions in the same way, but he thought it was well done. 

Jose: Björn said: “I want to give a comment in the television special, but I want to hear it first. If it 

isn’t good, I will not do it.” To us that was a huge compliment. The man from ABBA, right? About 

Bonnie & ‘Chossee’ (José winks and pronounces her name like Björn does in the special, as if it were 

a Spanish boys’ name). 

 

Track by track discussion by Bonnie and José 

1) Zoals Vrienden Doen (lyrics: Benny Neyman) The Way Friends Do 

(The Way Old Friends Do) 

Bonnie: Music can mean a lot in your private life too. How you behave in life as well. That is 

meaningful to me. José and I have known each other for over 30 years. You cannot ignore that. We 

already were friends, but this album resulted in a lifelong friendship. Music itself is bonding, no 

matter which way you look at it. I also notice that whilst performing; These are songs that I have 

sung thousands of times, somehow they continue to bond.  

José: For this song the Dutch translation stayed pretty close to the original, but it also fits the song. 

We never told any lyricist what the song was about, whether it should be a translation or completely 

different lyrics. We didn’t interfere with that. It was not supposed to be simple. We wanted to have 

more interesting lyrics, instead of something like, “I love you, the sky is blue”. 

 

2) De Flierefluiter (lyrics: Harm Bremer)  

(The Piper) 

Bonnie: The lyrics were written by Alexander Curly who is no longer with us unfortunately. He really 

understood that song, because it is actually quite a strange song. He adapted the lyrics extremely 

well. 

José: Such a sweet man, and yes ‘De Flierefluiter’. We really expected this from him. ‘The Piper’ in 

our story is the story of the ‘flierefluiter’. In the television special a lot of girls were skipping behind 

him. But it was not a #MeToo affair (laughter). The lyrics are scary, but let’s put it this way: if I hadn’t 

liked it, I wouldn’t have recorded it. 
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3)  Waarom – with Ron Brandsteder (lyrics: Ron Brandsteder) Why 

(Move On) 

Bonnie: I had this song in my mind and I was thinking: “This is a song Ron Brandsteder could 

translate very well.”Well, you go to Ron with this song and in no-time he had wonderful lyrics about 

war and peace. 

José: Of course, Ron is a very good friend of us. I already had recorded ‘So Long, Marianne’ (by 

Leonard Cohen) with him and of course Bonnie recorded ‘Dokter Bernhard’. We also thought it was  

nice to have the introduction of ‘Waarom’ done by him. Unfortunately, after 2000 years the lyrics 

are still relevant. 

Bonnie: It was well thought through and as singers we think it’s most important that lyrics are easy 

to sing. It can be difficult, it can be easy, as long as it’s easy to sing. 

 

Ron Brandsteder: 

“In 1985 I was already friends with Bonnie and José. In those years I already was a fan of the music 

of ABBA. In the meantime I had fathered my son Rick and then you look differently at life itself. You 

are more open to the important things around you and because of your responsibilities you become 

more serious. Perhaps that is why my lyrical contribution to the song ‘Waarom’ was a bit more 

ideological. 

I am still very proud of my contribution. By adding beautiful Dutch lyrics to ABBA’s music, it resulted 

in a wonderful album, sung by perhaps the best pop singers in the Netherlands.” 

 

4) Is ’t Zo Bedoeld (lyrics: Hans Vermeulen) Was It Meant That Way? 

(I Let The Music Speak) 

Jose: The most beautiful song on the album, although it’s not known by non-ABBA fans. So beautiful, 

it’s almost classical. The vocal parts that were picked, the orchestrations… 

Bonnie: I completely agree. It was kind of opera-like and Frida sang the larger share of the song. I 

remember the positive reactions when I suggested this song, which made me very happy, because 

we also wanted to sing something that was not so obvious. 

José: It’s a very strange song. Strange lyrics, a little mysterious and profound. I think the melody line 

of that song is special. One flows into the other. It’s the kind of song you don’t find often, which 

needs good lyrics, otherwise it wouldn’t make sense. 

Bonnie: Our musical arranger Harry van Hoof was keen for the better repertoire. Obviously we took 

that to our hearts. It was very important to have a musical arranger who could actually orchestrate a 

song like ‘Is ’t Zo Bedoeld’. Harry loved these kind of songs, because he could really work with them. 

José: Hans Vermeulen was not only a very good lyricist, but he also contributed those wonderful 

Jody Pijper backing vocals. Hans was the best singer in the world. I recorded a duet with him once , 

but it was never released: ‘I Love You’ (a mash-up of ‘Nights In White Satin’ and ‘I Who Have 

Nothing’). It give me goosebumps. I think that man was so great and it’s the same with Jody Pijper: I 

think she is the best female singer in the Netherlands. You can hear it when the two of them are 

doing backing vocals: such a distinctive sound, so beautiful. 
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5) Chiquitita (lyrics: Harm Bremer) 

José: Everyone knows the hits of course, but if you listen to the ABBA albums you discover so many 

musical gems. We chose those very deliberately. Björn said he liked the fact that we didn’t choose 

the hit songs for the album. ‘Chiquitita’ obviously is the exception. 

 

6) Ligt Dat Aan Jou Of Aan Mij? (lyrics: Joost Timp) Is it because of you or me? 

(Why Did It Have To Be Me?) 

Jose: Yes, this really was a fun thing to do. The title was a running gag between Bonnie and myself. 

Joost Timp is sublime in writing simple and fun- like lyrics. Like for his band Bloem: ‘Even Aan Mijn 

Moeder Vragen’ (‘I Have To Ask My Mother First’. Hey? What a treasure! He knows the art of making 

nice lyrics from nothing that are fun, but not silly. 

Bonnie: When you record an album, it doesn’t have to be serious all the time. You can interpret the 

lyrics as satire, because at one point we were already performing together. And that is how the fun 

started, like: “You always grab my mascara” and “When I want to wear a dress, you want to wear 

pants.” 

 

7) Herinnering (lyrics: Harm Bremer) Memory 

(Andante, Andante) 

José: One of the most beautiful songs. When my father passed away, Bonnie went to his funeral. My 

father really loved Bonnie. This song was played during the service. It was also played at my 

mother’s funeral. It gives me goosebumps: everything comes to an end and the only things you have 

left are memories. 

 

8) Zonder Hem (lyrics: Edward Reekers) Without Him 

(Soldiers) 

Bonnie: These lyrics are by the former singer of Kayak. Perhaps it sound blasé to say this, but I really 

like all the songs on our album. 

José: Wonderful, I can’t say it any other way. If I had known then that I would be without him (José 

means her husband, producer Will Hoebee) than I wouldn’t have been able to sing it, I think. It’s still 

rather difficult for me to listen to this song. 

 

9) Cassandra (lyrics: Benny Neyman) 

Bonnie: I picked that one, when we were looking for ABBA-songs, because I thought it was sung so 

wonderfully and beautifully. Benny Neyman has made the lyrics completely different with a lasting 

impression. That is why I cherish this song so much. 

José: Our version is about the “The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo” (mothers of victims who disappeared 

under the Argentine military regime anno 1976-1983). 

Bonnie: When Benny was still living he regarded this as one of his masterpieces. And I thought so 

too. I mean, I am a musical person, but I am not a writer. I thought it was genius how he gave this 

cover a completely different angle with those fantastic lyrics. In my opinion, Cassandra is quite 

exceptional, just like ‘Zoals Vrienden Doen’. 
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José: I was not a mother yet, but I was pregnant at that time. The cover, with only the upper half 

visible, had to be like that, because otherwise you would see my big belly. (laughs) To act out lyrics is 

always difficult, because I am not a “Mother of the Plaza Mayo”. Fortunately I never had such an 

experience. You can imagine how desperate those women are. But since we were recording more 

songs on one day, we didn’t have much time to really act the song. But these lyrics are so evident 

and so beautiful that it just came naturally. although I had a terrible cold. Something I can still hear 

in that recording. 

 

10) Weet Wel Wat Je Doet (lyrics: Simon Been) Be aware of what you do 

(Lovers) 

José: This was my least favourite song. I don’t think it’s a typical ABBA song. Of course I recorded it 

and did my best. That goes without saying. But it didn’t suit me. I had no affinity with it. 

Bonnie: Isn’t this song fun? This was a song like: “Can we sing this, can we make it, yes or no?” It was 

a kind of challenge. Rather a tour de force! All those different rhythms, you need to stay focussed! 

 

11) Een Man (lyrics: Hans Vermeulen) One Man 

(One Man, One Woman) 

José: Beautiful! I can say only one thing: there is not one ABBA song, which is easy to sing, even 

though everyone thinks it is. These lyrics are about the love for a man, but not the standard “I love 

you and the sky is blue”. Hans could write incredibly wonderful lyrics which is more difficult than 

English lyrics because our language really isn’t that suitable to sing. The Dutch language sounds 

harsher than English. It’s quite an achievement if someone is able to write lyrics that make sense and 

have depth. For me, it’s quite difficult to sing in Dutch. It was new to me then. 

 

12) Vriendschap (lyrics: Pieter Boer) Friendship 

(Arrival) 

José: This is a more common song. Nice, but not a masterpiece. It’s nice to sing along with. 

Bonnie: Joost Timp and Will Hoebee once produced a kind of fairy tale musical with ABBA songs, 

which was appropriately called ‘ABBACADABRA’. José was cast as Snow White, Benny Neyman as the 

Prince, Ron Brandsteder as the Big Bad Wolf and me as Sleeping Beauty. Originally this was an 

instrumental piece, and was sung in Dutch for the first time, but for our album it was given new 

lyrics. 

Stany Van Wymeersch is the author of the books ‘Let’s Talk About ABBA’ and ‘We All Love ABBA’, in 

which artists talk about ABBA as their source of inspiration.  

www.stanyvanwymeersch.com  
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Bonustracks: 

Bonnie & José as a duo are mostly known for their wonderful recordings of ABBA songs in Dutch. To 

complete this overview of their successful collaborations bonus tracks have been added which they 

also recorded as a duo (tracks14-16). However, solo recordings have been left out of the selection. 

 

13) Hart voor een kind (I Have A Dream) Heart For A Child 

Never before released 

 

After  Bonnie & José had their first hit single with ‘Cassandra’, in October 1984 they were asked to 

sing the song ‘Hart voor een kind’ in the charity program with the same name. For the occasion 

special lyrics were written about Polish children, who were in need of medical care. To make the 

collection complete, this ABBA song could not be left out of this release. 

 

14) Vandaag of Morgen (The Sun Will Be There Again) Today Or Tomorrow 

 B-side of single ‘Zoals Vrienden Doen’ 

After their hit single ‘Cassandra’ it took several months before Bonnie & José released their follow-

up single ‘Zoals Vrienden Doen’. As the B-side track they recorded ‘Vandaag of Morgen, a non-ABBA-

track written by Albert Hol, Ron Brandsteder and Benny Neyman, which originally had English lyrics. 

 

15) De Postkoets The stagecoach 

From the album ’14 Nooitgedachte Hoogtepunten Nederland Muziekland’ 

For the radio show ‘Nederland Muziekland’ artists were asked to record a song which was not part 

of their usual repertoire. Later this programme item ‘Nooitgedacht (Who would have thought)’ was 

also introduced on television. By popular request these special renditions were assembled on a 

compilation album in 1986. Bonnie & José sang ‘De Postkoets (The Stagecoach)’, which was a big hit 

in 1957 by De Selvera’s. 

 

 

16) ’n Engel als jij (Engel wie du) An Angel Like You 

Released only as a CD single 

After ‘Herinnering’ Bonnie St. Claire and José Hoebee, continued their solo careers. But in 1995 after 

almost ten years the singers went back into the recording studio for the single ‘’n Engel Als Jij’. In 

that same year the song was already a hit, sung in German by Julianne Werding, Viktor Lazlo and 

Maggie Reilly. 

 

 


